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hearers Strike Mullewa 1921

By the end of World War I there were few first nation people left
in northern woolsheds. This came about through a combination
of AWU pressure for ‘union rates’ (which in effect meant that
station owners were no longer willing to employ Aborigines as shearers) and
the desire to introduce machine shearing which was facilitated by
contractors.14 Perth based contractors had taken total control by about the
end of World War I and the AWU ensured that unionised white shearers
filled the stands. By Timothy Rory O’Malley

'United we stand, divided we fall.
Mullewa shearers’ strike camp,
1921' [on placard]. A disastrous
shearers' strike occurred in 1921
because the powerful Western
Australian Pastoralists' and Graziers'
Association refused to pay the AWU
award - and they were still refusing in
1925.
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They came from Perth, and quite a few from the eastern States,
especially Queensland.15 Queensland shearers in the west were likely
to be more interested in unionism and sometimes they were disliked,
perhaps because of this, but also because they boasted about
Queensland. Some were veterans of the 1890s and they did inculcate
pastoral sheds with elements of the bush union ethos. From the 1920s
on shearers increasingly came from the Wheat Belt.
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The Worker, 3/2/1909, p. 5.
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Paddy Tuppin
Read full Article on page 3

The Worker, 17/2/1909, p. 3.

Fyfe, ‘Shearing in the Pastoral Country’, p. 225.
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Western Australia for a time was a refuge for
shearers who had been blacklisted as a result of their
activities in the 1890s.
By Timothy Rory O’Malley

Beginning of
the truck Days
Remoteness and the extreme difficulty of transport, paradoxically, led
to a very cohesive, efficient contracting system. The logistics of
moving to the early sheds as well as from shed to shed were entirely
in contractors’ hands rather than individual pastoral workers. This
could not have been established before motorised transport. While
parts of the Murchison could be reached on the rail network it was
more usual to travel by boat to Geraldton, Carnarvon, Karratha, Port
Hedland or Derby, and thence inland on the back of a contractor’s
truck. The two biggest operators in the 1920s were the Pastoral
Labour Bureau (PLB) and Synnot and Dunbar. They sea- freighted
trucks to Derby for the Kimberly sheds. Once the shearing team was
assembled – usually eight shearers and about 20 men altogether - it
stayed together as it rumbled southwards. Photographs of a
contractor’s truck with up to 20 pastoral workers occupying seats
mounted on the deck, or alternatively manning a rope to pull it
through a river are quintessential scenes from the Western Australian

Never too far from the
Pub

Don’t get my Swag Wet
the good old days.
If you would like a unique role in the
preservation of the history of shearing
in Western Australia then the SAPWSC
would welcome your participation.

runs. As in Queensland the hot dry climate facilitated virtually year
round shearing (apart from the wet season in the tropical north).
Bibliography-Mateship and Money-Making - By Timothy Rory O’Malley A thesis submitted in
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy Department of History School of
Philosophical and Historical Enquiry University of Sydney July 2009
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Paddy Tuppin the man behind the
Myth
Author: Ronald Ingram

It would be an injustice to refer to Paddy Tuppin simply as a shearer.
I first met Paddy in 1954 at Gabyon station ( Yalgoo ) in Western Australia.
I had just started as a roustabout with the legendary contractor Eric Kennedy, Paddy was part of an 8
stand gun team. The team was Bill McQuade , Paddy Tuppin , Bob Gellatly, ClarrieRose, Alex Spargo,
Cliff Shaffer, Billy Dean, the eighth member of the team I don’t recall.
The first five shearer’s constantly shore over 200 sheep a day, the type of sheep and the conditions were
never an issue.The remainder would on occasion shear their 200 per day, but it was paddy that would set
the pace, he would finish his sheep first and the race would be on.
Paddy had mastered the unique ability to keep the sheep placid and balanced hence creating a shearing
style that seemed effortless, both shearer and sheep were one.
It was as if Paddy was born to shear. Paddy had tremendous reach, arms that hung down nearly to his
knees which meant there was very little movement required from him to get around the sheep which in
turn meant the sheep remained relatively still while Paddy worked around it. The other thing was, what
Paddy lacked in statue he made up for with a heart the size of a watermelon.
On the rare occasion Paddy found himself being carried off by a big sheep almost ending up down the
chute. However, the big Bungaree breed was a favourite of Paddy’s even though ,the sheep, probably
weighed more than he did. Given his physique Paddy would , use his long arms to advantage, and half
shear the sheep by simply rolling the animal and extending the long blow making the last side less
strenuous.
Paddy was a man of habit. He was the first to wake in the morning and would light the fire for the cook
after having his breakfast he would fill his specially made ,stainless steel, panican with black tea.Making
his way to the shed he would sit on the board sometimes in the dark ready, waiting to start the day.Long
before others arrived, on cold dark mornings, all one would see would be the iridescent glow from his
cigarette.
Not only was Paddy held in high regard by his peers he was constantly being sort after to shear at studs
like Cranmore park and Cardo. Station owners and managers alike would always enjoy watching Paddy
shear. To see the likes of Bill McQuade, Bob Gellatly and Paddy in flight, shearing six hundred a day
between them was a sight relished by all that saw them. The station folk were always taken by the fitness
and single-minded focus of these shearers. They never lost focus over the entire two hour run. Sadly these
shearers represent a gone by era in the shearing industry made all the more significant given it was the era
of narrow gear.
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Photo L to R: Don Best,Graham Volich, Doug Kennedy,
Unknown, Jack Hewett, Paddy Tuppin

There are yarns and anecdotes a plenty on or about Paddy Tuppin the shearer. What of Paddy Tuppin the
man. The person he was away from the the shearing shed?
Paddy was a very private man and not much of his life outside of the shearing industry is known. He
never discussed his early childhood. His entrenched Catholic upbringing created strong conservative
views he rarely swore and if a roustabout got in his way he would yell to the rousy to stop, “balking him
and stand back”.
His religion and what it meant to him had nothing to do with anybody else other than him and his family.
His brother Norman was a Christian brother at the infamous Bindoon Boys Town. Norman, taught
carpentry and building he was instrumental with the building of -Tuppin House - a holiday complex ,for
boys, at Moore River.
During the off season Paddy was known to spend time at Bindoon Boys Town were he mentored the boys
teaching them the finer points of shearing and the power of self discipline. In his later years Paddy lived
at Bindoon Boys Town close to his brother. Various shearing personnel would come and go from Bindoon
Boys Town and occasionally Paddy would come across a shearer or shed - hand who was burdened with
life troubles. Paddy would draw on his strong religious background to advise and comfort those in
strife.He would help in the best way he knew how-just listening and talking ,with respect making them
feel part of the team family.
However, like all men Paddy had his weakness.A trotting horse named Dark Trigger.Dark Trigger ran unplaced in every start.Paddy would get excited , every time his horse got a start, the prospect of Dark
Trigger pulling off the big one would take over. He would advise the team to back the horse because the
trainer had instructed him that Dark Trigger could not loose. It never happened; the team would back the
horse for fun knowing that they were on a hiding to nothing.Back in the shed the team would present the
loosing ticket to Paddy verifying that they had taken a punt on the horse. Paddy was advised by the men
to change the horses name to Zoo-Meat.Paddy was not impressed he advised the team that the trainer
suggested Dark -Trigger needed a spell after such a hectic schedule.
Paddy lived a simple life he had a loving wife and two children, a daughter and a son who went on to
study medicine. Paddy’s life was much more than the few words that a written here; all those that had the
pleasure and privilege to work with Paddy will know, Happy the cook,Fred Evans the expert, Jack
McQuade the wool presser, Norm Leary the wool classer and many others all gone and lets not forget big
EKA Kennedy Contractor.
Author- Ronald David Ingram
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And The Winner is……. Arnold Haggarty
Arnold Haggarty was the only winner of the state shearing championship medal, there were only ever
two medals awarded. Arnolds Brother Jim has provided these medals and some background information.
This was the last time (1964) the medal was presented due to them being considered to be incontravention of some obscure rule in relation to shearing not being considered a sport. There will be
more to come on Arnolds extraordinary contribution to Western Australian shearing in the forthcoming
news letter.

Arnold won the Perth Royal Show shearing competition in 1962-63-64
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EDITOR: SIMON LEKIAS

To those of you who don’t know me an introduction is in order. I came
to take up the vacated position of secretary for the SAPWSC via
nomination from Doug Kennedy. I shore for Doug in 1974 prior to
working for Doug I started my shed- handing - shearing career , as a
boy just out of school with Roy Spargo. In short I have shorn through
the Gascoyne, Murchison, and Goldfields and shorn in the Pilbara with
Eric and Ray Maidment.
I took the position as SAPWSC Secretary, not as an imposter , but as
somebody with a genuine passion for the history of shearing in Western
Australia.
As a social club we have a single task at hand, to preserve and give
credence to a time in WA history that we were all part of.
The process of Shearing a sheep has not changed it still is, and will
continue to be the hardest most honest work a man or woman (now) can
do.
Change certainly came.The people involved in the industry today don’t
have it any easier than we did, but the nature of the human condition
has changed. Imagine if we could travel back in time and take our
mobile phones with us, our 12volt fridges and solar panels the little
luxuries that are taken for granted these days. Remember waiting for a
response from a letter you sent four weeks ago, only to find out the mail
truck won’t be coming until the road is reopened after the rain.
Would we have the same camaraderie today had our life in the bush
been easier? Personally I don’t think we would. I think the difficulties
that were endured forged a foundation that is only ever developed
through adversity. That’s not to say we didn’t have wildly enjoyable
times. Things that would put you in jail today ;like netting tidal creeks
at Sherlock station for fish (completely illegal today). Shooting turkey
for a change to mutton. Sure the horse hair mattress were uncomfortable
but who amongst us would change a thing.
I consider it a privilege to be a part of the SAPWSC my intention
moving forward is to ensure that all members are made to feel included
and come to understand that without their continued support and
contribution this unique part of Western Australian history will be gone
forever.

Memberships

Payable at any Branch of the
Bendigo Bank .
Account Details Below:
Bendigo Bank:
BSB .633 000
A/C Number 158 019 596.
Please ensure ,when paying your sub,
that you give the bank you name and
details.

Please Re-New your
Memberships Now
Executive Committee Contacts are
on the SAPWSC web page
https://www.shearerswa.com.au
Doug Kennedy 0429 042106 (Pres.)
Kevin Gellatly 0427 5337129 (V Pres)
Simon Lekias 0429 436438 (Sec)
John Williams 0439 937829 (Tres.)
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Memberships

Payable at any Branch of the
Bendigo Bank .
Account Details Below:
Bendigo Bank:
BSB .633 000
A/C Number 158 019 596.
Please ensure ,when paying your sub,
that you give the bank your name
and details.

Postal SUBs Payment can be
made to the address below:
SAPWSC Subs
C/O John Williams

150 Moora Rd. Bindoon WA
6502.
Be Sure to include all your details
when paying your subs.

If anyone has any ideas
regarding some fund raising
let me know.
All my contact details are on the
SAPWSC web page below:
https://www.shearerswa.com.au

Looking forward to having a
chat, so drop me a line.
The Trucks (ring-pounders) are missing that’s because this cartoon
was from an eastern states paper. Western Australia was the only
state that , consistently, utilised trucks to transport shearers too far
flung sheds.
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AGM

R AVENSWOOD

HOTEL.

7/11/21

A brief outline of the business conducted:
Doug Kennedy declared the meeting open. Condolences were offered to the families of deceased
members. Doug then went on to discuss the distribution of the truck video and suggested if members were
touring around the state to take some copies of the video to put on consignment in local tourism centres.
Doug also encouraged ,all of us that attended, to do our best to encourage like minded shearers and
pastoral works to join the social club. He also suggested that we all work together to achieve a more
robust financial position. To this end, if anyone within the SAPWSC has any ideas your contribution
would be greatly appreciated.
Financial:
Doug indicated that the Financial position of the SAPWSC is steady and similar to last year.
(Further informa on on the nancial status of the associa on can be obtained from the treasurer.)

Election of new office bearers:
Executive committee. President-Doug Kennedy Re-elected Vice President- Kevin Gellatly (newly
elected) Treasurer- John Williams (newly elected) Secretary- Simon Lekias (newly elected)
Committee members: New appointments - Judy Walton-Doug Ellis-Laurie Lupton- Ron Doust
Both John Moore and Jim Anderson were re-elected.
Three guest speakers:
Treavor Keating: Treavor Keating spoke on the need to maintain momentum in relation to all the work
that has been done at the museum in Serpentine that houses a lot of our shearing history.
Ralph McNab: In his talk Ralph made particular reference to the importance of maintaining the
collective history of the industry encouraging ongoing support from the SAPWSC members to remain
connected in order to retain our history.
Simon Lekias: I gave a power point presentation on the process of photo restoration and the importance
of looking after the photos that now stand as the only identifiable connection that we all have with our
past experience in the shearing/pastoral industry.

NEXT MEETING dates 2022:
SAPWSC get together. 1.5.2022 (Non Execu ve) Bayswater Hotel.
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AGM 6.11.2022 Ravenswood Hotel
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Please try to come along we would love to see as many as possible at both mee ngs.
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In 1924 Corunna Downs had 350 cattle, 125 horses, 175 donkeys, 8 camels and 20,000 sheep to shear; take a
guess as to how the shearers got out there. Well, after 1934 some of the shearers probably took the “Spinifex
Express.”
On January 2, 1911, whilst still under the management of the rail construction contractors, the train undertook its
first full journey from Port Hedland to Marble Bar, for the purpose of a race meeting, returning the passengers the
following day. The official opening occurred on 15 July 1911whereupon the train was christened the ‘Spinifex
Express’.
The rail car as it was known was built based on a Dodge K 32 Truck chassis.The Winter Bottom Motor Co in
Perth & the Midland rail yards built it and shipped it up to Port Hedland on the MV Koolinda. It was issued to
traffic in October 1935, as WAGR number 432. In 1937, the WAGR placed its railcars into classes, and no. 432
was classified as the AI. It remained in service until 1951.
The ‘Spinifex Express” serviced the stations along the route , fortnightly to begin with, and eventually weekly.
The timetable was dictated by the ship berthing in Porthedland mail and goods were constantly late. A lot of
shearers would have shorn at those stations during the war years. Frank Marks contracted at Corunna Downs
during the 1950s (possibly earlier.). Franks run through the Pilbara was substantial as well as Corunna Downs
Frank contracted, Roy Hill, Maranalgo, Boodarie, Mundabullangana, Marillana and many other large properties.
Shearers and station people, on those properties, during World War two would possibly have seen Japanese war
planes scouting those areas as they were reported as far south as Mingenew.This is when the “Spinifex Express”
became invaluable to the secret airfield operated at the original site of the Corunna Downs homestead from
1943-1945, with the task of staging aircraft and personnel for raids on Japanese bases and shipping.The
“Spinifex Express’ was important in transporting ammunition to the Corunna Downs airfield. Also transporting
water from the Shaw River to Port Hedland prior to the Turner River scheme opening in 1953.
The combined 30th bomber group of the US Air Force and No. 25 Squadron of the RAAF were here from
1942-47, with missions peaking between 1943 and 1945.
About 300 people lived at Corunna Downs, most in four-man tents, obviously without air-conditioning or
refrigeration, and tormented by flies, snakes, scorpions, and the notorious MarbleBar heat (50C plus). Abandoned
since the end of WWII, only crumbling foundations, revetment outlines and the runways remain today.
The area has been excised from the Corunna Downs station pastoral lease, so visitors can visit freely.
You won’t be able to take the “Spinifex Express” though.
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The Round Up
Here we are again Christmas is upon us as another year draws to a close. What a year it has
been with all manner of restrictions been put in place and then lifted just as quickly, travel
restrictions, the double Vaxed the non Vaxed so on and so forth.
Someone once told me that all of this doesn’t matter ,because, the sheep just keep coming. How
true; life like sheep will just keep coming at us one day after the other.This is what makes this
time of the year so important. It gives us the opportunity to stop, reflect and be thankful for all
that we have. Our families our health and good fortune to live in such a beautiful country.
With that said, the SAPWSC committee would like to extend our best wishes to all our members and their families
wishing you all a safe and enjoyable Christmas and a prosperous new year.
There are some matters that I would like to share with you.
Firstly our number one ticket holder and life Member Val Hobson. I have been in contact with Val’s daughter Prue
Harcourt inquiring as to Vals health and current ability to be able to accept visitors. Prue has informed me that Val
is doing ok but is quite frail these days.Some days are better than others, however, talking is difficult for her; Val is
quite confused some days but would still welcome visitors. Further to this, if anyone would like to visit Val they
must be compliant with current mandates around visiting aged care facilities. That is, be able to show that your flu
immunisation is up to date. Visiting hours are between 10am and 6pm. Prue has offered to chaperone any one that
would like to visit Val her offer is made in order to facilitate entry to the hostel a process ,Prue maintains, can be
very confusing at times. If anyone would like to visit Val , Give Prue a call and make arrangements with her
( Prue’s phone number is 0477064417) Prue extended her gratitude to me and asked that I thank all those members
who asked after Val’s welfare.
John McGiven has advised Doug Kennedy that Ken Woods (from Collie) is doing well. Ken was diagnosed with
throat cancer earlier in the year and it is believed he underwent surgery on the 7th of October. The initial prognosis
from the surgeon was that the outcome would be positive. The latest news received on the 28.11.21 was that the
operation was a success and that Ken was doing well he will undergo three Months of Chemo therapy with
expected positive results. Best wishes Ken from all your SAPWSC mates.
I would like to give a call out to all SAPWSC Members to ensure that all your details currently held by the
association are current. We are finding that phone numbers are incorrect,Email address have not been entered and
in some cases address are incorrect.It is imperative that we get all these anomalies dealt with.
On Page six you will find all the details required to deposit your Sub directly into the SAPWSC Bendigo Bank
account. Please ensure you give all the required details so that your deposit can be recorded against your name.
The same applies for postal payments. The address for postal payments is on page Seven.
Finally please understand that this is your Association without your membership, input and commitment we have
nothing I am asking members to contact me if there is any information that they would like me to publish in the
next edition of the news letter. It may be a story about someone that you shore with, a wool-classer, or a squatter.
This is your newsletter I want to be seen as someone who will help you tell your stories. Ring me send me an
email. My Details are on the SAPWSC webpage. Furthermore I will transfer any shearing photos you have to
digital copies ,so that you will be able to see them on most modern TV’s. I will do this for nothing other than the
price of a USB and ten dollars which will go straight to the association.
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A woman called 000 on Christmas Day to ask how long the turkey takes to cook.
When informed that this was not an emergency, she told the operator” “If we don’t
cook it properly, we’re going to get food poisoning and we’ll have to come in-then it
will be your problem.

Have a happy Christmas! And Enjoy the New Year
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